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10' METAL GRAIN FEEDER
The heaviest bunk feeder on the market, 

this tough Metal Grain Feeder is constructed 

of 14-gauge steel with heavy-duty legs. 

The tapered bottom provides for easy flow 

and holes drilled in the bottom of each end 

provide for drainage. Pre-drilled holes on 

each end of the feeder allow for multiple 

feeders to be joined together for continuous 

bunks. The units are fully stackable. Available 

in powder coat gray only.

Description Item # Height Approx. Weight Width

10' Metal Grain Feeder MGF 21" 170 lbs. 28"

Description Galvanized Item # Approx. Weight

5' Hay Rack HR5 48 lbs.

10' Hay Rack HR10 68 lbs.

1PGB5 Feeder Shown with HR5 Optional Hay Rack

5' OR 10' HAY RACK
Optional Hay Rack loaded with features:

• Heavy-duty galvanized steel

• V-style for easy loading and animal access

•  Bolts easily onto your feeder for quick 

assembly

• Keeps hay accessible and clean

Description Item # Height
Approx. 
Weight Diameter

Bull Mineral Feeder BMF 14" 39 lbs. 37" inside; 45" lid

Small Bull Mineral Feeder SBMF 7" 17 lbs. 30" inside; 36"lid

BULL MINERAL FEEDERS
These heavy-duty, 3-compartment poly feeders 

stand up to the most difficult environmental 

conditions. Each compartment holds 

approximately 6 or 10 gallons of water or feed 

depending on the size. Total wet volume is 

108-120 lbs. for the small and 240 lbs. for the 

large feeder. Total dry volume is approximately 

144 lbs. for the small and 180-200 lbs. for 

the large. Standing 7" or 14" high, with a 

30"- or 45"-diameter tub depending on the 

size, making these feeders heavy enough 

to withstand animals and the elements but 

light enough to move to nearly any location. 

Convenient anchoring holes make it easy to 

secure these Mineral Feeders to the ground, 

preventing animals from moving it. The 

weatherproof poly lid protects the contents of 

the entire feeder. Resistant to impact as well 

as heat and cold, these feeders present smooth 

edges for safety to both people and animals. 

These products are lightweight and can be 

shipped by UPS or FedEx.
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